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1 introduction

In an ideal gas, particles collide elastically with
one another and the walls of the container, ex-
changing kinetic energy and momentum but
not interacting in any other way. Any attrac-
tions or forces between the molecules (such as
van der Waals forces) are ignored, and indeed
can change the behaviour of the particles dra-
matically.

Because of the constant collisions between par-
ticles, the probability distribution of parti-
cle speeds varies over time, tending towards
and reaching equilibrium at the Maxwell-
Boltzmann speed distribution,

f(v) = 4π

(
m

2πkBT

) 3
2

v2e
− mv2

2kBT (1)

where f is the probability of a given particle
having speed v.

While the speeds of the eventually stabilised
system can be described by this probability
density function, it is the object of this sim-
ulation to numerically model and examine the
evolution over time of this distribution of ve-
locities.

To do so requires an accurate simulation of the
particle interactions in an ideal gas.

2 implementation

The simulation was written in Matlab R2015b.
There are three main parts to the code:

1. Setup of the initial conditions, includ-
ing modelling the container and particle
properties.

2. Detecting collisions with the walls of the
container and changing the particle ve-
locities accordingly.

3. Detecting collisions between particles
and changing the particle velocities ac-
cordingly.

After every iteration of parts 2 and 3 the posi-
tion of each particle is updated, and the code
loops. Finally when the specified number of it-
erations has been completed, the program halts
and plots can be made from the data.

2.1 initial conditions

For simplicity, the simulation runs within a
cube of volume specified by the ideal gas equa-
tion. Every particle is given the same initial
speed and a random direction.

2.1.1 parameters

The following physical parameters are specified
by the user:

• Pressure P

• Thermodynamic temperature T

• Particle mass m

• Number of particles N
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In addition, the following parameters control-
ling the nature of the simulation are also spec-
ified:

• Particle radius R

• Observation time t

• Number of iterations niter

Note that this is only a way of setting the ap-
proximate initial conditions desired; once the
simulation runs pressure and temperature are
not fixed and particle mass becomes irrelevant.

2.1.2 particle velocities

At the start of the simulation, we must deter-
mine the speed of every particle.

Firstly we generate a random unit vector to de-
scribe the direction of motion of each particle.
To ensure that the vectors are uniformly dis-
tributed on the unit sphere, we use spherical
coordinates. Two random angles θ and φ from
the uniform distribution on [−π, π] are gener-
ated and the unit vector is defined ascos θ sinφ

sin θ sinφ
cosφ

 , (2)

a standard conversion from spherical to Carte-
sian coordinates. Figure 1 shows 1500 such
unit vectors.

Rather than directly specifying the speed of the
particles (all particles begin with equal speed),
we use the kinetic energy equation

1

2
m〈v2〉 =

3

2
kBT (3)

to find the speed, where kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant and T and m are specified. Hence, the
initial velocity of each particle is

#     —vinit :=

√
3kBT

m

cos θ sinφ
sin θ sinφ

cosφ

 . (4)

(The vinit calculated here is the root-mean-
square particle velocity of an ideal gas at ther-
modynamic equilibrium with the temperature

and particle mass specified. Its purpose here
is only for an approximately correct starting
velocity.)

2.1.3 particle positions

The position of the particles also needs to be
determined. Given pressure P and number of
particles N , the volume of the gas to be exam-
ined is given by the ideal gas law

PV = NkBT (5)

and so the side length ` of the cube we are
considering is

` =
3

√
NkBT

P
. (6)

The positions of each particle in the x, y and
z axes are drawn randomly from the uniform
distribution on [0, `]. The randomly generated
initial positions of 1500 particles are shown in
fig. 2.

2.2 managing particle collisions

To correctly model oblique collisions between
particles, we cannot assume they are point
masses; we must give them a radiusR. The dis-
tribution of possible collision angles does not
depend on the radius chosen, however, so the
choice of radius will not affect the final velocity
distribution, though it will affect the collision
frequency: a larger radius will mean that it
takes less time for the system to reach equilib-
rium.

2.2.1 collision detection

We can say that two particles i and j have col-
lided if the distance between their midpoints is
less than the sum of their radii. That is, if√

(xj − xi)2 + (yj − yi)2 + (zj − zi)2−2R ≤ 0.

(7)
(Note that ifR is too small relative to the speed
of the particles, they may pass through each
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Figure 1: A 3-dimensional scatter plot
showing 1500 unit vectors generated by the
method described.
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Figure 2: A 3-dimensional scatter plot show-
ing the initial randomly generated x, y and
z positions (in metres) of 1500 particles.

other without a collision being registered, due
to the discrete nature of the simulation. For
this reason a good choice of R is crucial.)

To implement this, two nested for loops are
used and the presence of a collision is only eval-
uated when j > i:

for i = 1:N

for j = (i+1):N

% Detect collision

% Act on collision

end

end

This ensures that each collision is only detected
once.

2.2.2 post-collision velocities

If a collision is detected between two particles,
we must change the velocities of these two par-
ticles accordingly. When two particles of equal
mass collide elastically in 3-dimensional space,
their component velocities in the direction of
collision (the vector between their two mid-
points) are swapped. The other components
of their velocities are unaffected.

This is because in a 1-dimensional elastic col-

lision, momentum is conserved so

m1u1 +m2u2 = m1v1 +m2v2 (8)

and kinetic energy is conserved so

1

2
m1u

2
1 +

1

2
m2u

2
2 =

1

2
m1v

2
1 +

1

2
m2v

2
2. (9)

By collecting terms of mass, taking the differ-
ence of two squares and dividing the equations,
we come to

u1 + v1 = u2 + v2. (10)

Hence if the particles have equal mass then
v1 = u2 and v2 = u1. This applies along the
collision axis in an oblique 3-dimensional colli-
sion.

To model this in the program, we first find the
unit vector r̂ that denotes the direction from
the midpoint of particle i to the midpoint of
particle j. The vector from i to j is

#—s j − #—s i (11)

where si is the 3-dimensional position vector of
particle i. Therefore,

r̂ =
#—s j − #—s i
|| #—s j − #—s i||

. (12)

The vector component #—v c of each particle’s ve-
locity in the direction of the collision can be
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found using the dot product:

#—v ci = (r̂ · #—v i)r̂, (13)
#—v cj = (r̂ · #—v j)r̂. (14)

Hence, to swap these components of the parti-
cles’ velocities, we update them as follows:

#—v i := #—v i − #—v ci + #—v cj , (15)
#—v j := #—v j − #—v cj + #—v ci. (16)

2.3 managing wall collisions

Fortunately, dealing with the walls of the con-
tainer is much simpler. If either

xi < R (17)

or

`− xi < R, (18)

then particle i is in collision with one of the
walls at the ends of the x-axis. Then all we
need to do is flip the sign of the x-component
of i’s velocity:

vxi := −vxi. (19)

The same is true for the y and z axes.

2.4 iterating the program

The collision checks are run niter times, with an
interval of t

niter
between each iteration. After

every iteration, the positions of every particle
are updated according to their determined ve-
locity:

#—s i := #—s i + #—v i

(
t

niter

)
. (20)

In addition, the velocity and position of each
particle is saved after every iteration to 3-
dimensional position and velocity matrices.

Once the loop has terminated, we can use the
data in these matrices to plot our results.

3 running the simulation

The final simulation was run at approximately
atmospheric pressure (P := 101 325 Pa) and
room temperature (T := 293 K) with particles
of mass m := 4.65× 10−26 kg, the mass of an
N2 molecule.

As a compromise between fidelity and comput-
ing time, the number of particles was set to be
1500 and the simulation took 200 iterations.

Deciding on the radius of the molecules and
the total observation time was rather more dif-
ficult. After initially using the van der Waals
radius of nitrogen, 155 pm, it became appar-
ent that the majority of collisions were go-
ing undetected, because the average distance
∆s moved by each particle every iteration was
much larger than the particle’s radius (so par-
ticles would pass through each other and the
walls without a collision being detected).

To remedy this, the average total distance trav-
elled by a particle was set at a reasonable 1.5`
(which was adjusted to elicit the best rate of
evolution of the velocity distribution) and the
total time t was then calculated as

t :=
1.5`

vinit
. (21)

So that all collisions are detected, the radius
must be larger than ∆s, and so

R := ∆smax = vmax

(
t

niter

)
(22)

where vmax ≈ 2 · vinit.

This method worked remarkably well, and the
final values used were

t := 1.2× 10−10 s, (23)

R := 5.9× 10−10 m. (24)

4 results

Figure 3 shows a histogram of the velocity dis-
tribution after the 200th iteration.
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For comparison, figs. 5 and 6 show the velocity
distributions after 20 and 70 iterations respec-
tively.

At the start, the speeds were all vinit =
510.7 m s−1. As the simulation progressed,
the distribution approached the Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution, reaching it entirely by
the end of the simulation as expected. Matlab
R2015b does not have Maxwell distribution fit-
ting function, and so for illustration purposes
a Rayleigh distribution was fitted to the veloc-
ities after all 200 iterations. This is shown in
fig. 4.

The root-mean-square velocity of this final dis-
tribution was 510.7 m s−1, exactly the same as
the initial velocity vinit.

In total, there were 22,712 collisions between
particles and 27,492 collisions with the walls.

5 conclusions

After a very short amount of time, the particles
in an ideal gas reach thermodynamic equilib-
rium at a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of

velocities. If all of the particles start at the
same initial speed, then this speed is also the
final root-mean-square velocity of the particles.

It was interesting to note that the choice of
particle radius played a large role in determin-
ing the success of the simulation, despite the
final distribution not depending on it.

In the way of further analysis of the completed
simulation, it could also be possible to

a) compare the final distributions at various
different temperatures.

b) build a subroutine to test the actual pres-
sure and temperature and compare to the
result predicted by the ideal gas law.

c) run statistical tests throughout to eval-
uate exactly how the speeds approach
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution over
time.

The simulation could also be run for a much
larger number of particles, given more comput-
ing power, to decrease random fluctuations in
the distribution of speeds.
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Figure 3: A 30-bin histogram of the speeds
of the particles after the full 200 iterations
(114.9 ps).
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Figure 4: Probability density function of the
final speeds of the particles under a Rayleigh
distribution.
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Figure 5: Speeds of the particles after 20 it-
erations (11.49 ps).
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Figure 6: Speeds of the particles after 70 it-
erations (40.22 ps).
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appendix: source code

(To be run in Matlab or Octave)

1 clear;

2 close all;

3

4 % Simulation parameters

5

6 P = 101325; % Pressure of particles / Pa

7 T = 293; % Thermodynamic temperature of particles / K

8 m = 4.65e-26; % Mass of particles / kg

9 N = 1500; % Number of particles to consider

10

11 R = 5.87e-10; % Radius of particles / m

12 t = 1.15e-10; % Total time to observe for / s

13 n_iter = 200; % Resolution of the simulation

14

15 %-------------------------------------------

16

17 % Setup

18

19 k_B = 1.38e-23; % Boltzmann’s constant

20 v_init = sqrt(3*k_B*T/m); % Initial (uniform) speed of every particle (using

3/2 k_B T = 1/2 m v^2) / m s^-1↪→

21 V = N*k_B*T/P; % Volume of container / m^3

22 side = nthroot(V,3); % Side length of the cubic box we’re considering / m

23

24 dt = t/n_iter; % Time per step / s

25

26 s = side*rand(3,N); % Random x,y,z positions for each particle / m

27

28 angles = -pi + 2*pi*rand(2,N); % Two random angles per particle (between -pi

and pi) / rad↪→

29 unit_vect = [cos(angles(1,:)).*sin(angles(2,:)); ...

30 sin(angles(1,:)).*sin(angles(2,:)); ...

31 cos(angles(2,:))]; % A random uniformly distributed

3-dimensional unit vector per particle↪→

32 v = v_init*unit_vect; % Random velocities with uniform specified magnitude / m

s^-1↪→

33

34

35

36 % Data storage

37

38 wallcollisions = 0; % Collision counters

39 particlecollisions = 0;

40 firsttimeparticlecollisions = 0;

41
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42 s_history = zeros(3,N,n_iter+1); % 3D matrices to hold the entire history of

particle positions and velocities↪→

43 v_history = zeros(3,N,n_iter+1);

44

45 s_history(:,:,1) = s; % Fill in the initial values

46 v_history(:,:,1) = v;

47

48 animation = struct(’cdata’,[],’colormap’,[]); % Movie array

49

50 % Main loop

51

52 for iter = 1:n_iter

53

54 for i = 1:N % For each particle

55

56 % Check for collision with wall

57

58 for dim = 1:3 % Repeat for x,y,z

59

60 if s(dim,i) <= R || side - s(dim,i) <= R % Check distance from

each wall↪→

61

62 v(dim,i) = -v(dim,i); % Reverse velocity

63 wallcollisions = wallcollisions + 1; % Increment collision

counter↪→

64

65 end

66

67 end

68

69 % Check for collision with another particle

70

71 for j = i+1:N % Check against all particles with a higher index (to

avoid duplicate collision checks)↪→

72

73 if (s(1,j)-s(1,i))^2 + ...

74 (s(2,j)-s(2,i))^2 + ...

75 (s(3,j)-s(3,i))^2 <= 4*R^2 % Detect collision

76

77 % Unit vector between the two particles’ centres

78 difference_vector = (s(:,j)-s(:,i));

79 difference_magnitude = sqrt((s(1,j)-s(1,i))^2 + ...

80 (s(2,j)-s(2,i))^2 + ...

81 (s(3,j)-s(3,i))^2);

82 direction = difference_vector/difference_magnitude;

83

84 % Component velocities in the collision direction

85

86 v_i = dot(v(:,i),direction)*direction;

87 v_j = dot(v(:,j),direction)*direction;

88
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89 delta_v = v_j - v_i;

90

91 % Swap these velocities in this direction

92

93 v(:,i) = v(:,i) + delta_v;

94 v(:,j) = v(:,j) - delta_v;

95

96 particlecollisions = particlecollisions + 1; % Increment

collision counter↪→

97

98 if iter == 1

99

100 firsttimeparticlecollisions = firsttimeparticlecollisions

+ 1;↪→

101

102 end

103

104 end

105 end

106 end

107

108 % Update all positions

109

110 s = s + v*dt;

111

112 % Add to history

113

114 s_history(:,:,iter+1) = s;

115 v_history(:,:,iter+1) = v;

116

117 end

118

119 speeds =

sqrt((v_history(1,:,:)).^2+(v_history(2,:,:)).^2+(v_history(3,:,:)).^2); %

Matrix of history of speeds

↪→

↪→

120

121 % The matrix ’speeds’ can then be used to plot histograms etc. of the speed

122 % distribution at different times.
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